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Comment on "Experimental Verification of a Jarzynski-Related Information-Theoretic Equality by a Single Trapped Ion" PRL 120 010601 (2018) Reference [1] reports on the experimental verification of an identity in probability theory that reads (see Eq. (3) of Ref. [1] ):
It is claimed in Ref. [1] that Eq. (1) implies Eq. (4) below via the relation (see Eq. (4) of Ref. [1] ):
Our comment is that while (under specific conditions) Eqs.
(1, 4) can be simultaneously valid, it is not true that the quantities appearing in the exponents are the same. Equation (2) is not valid. Accordingly, it is not correct to state that Eq. (1) is related to, or implies Eq. (4) [2] . Equation (1) presents an identity that holds for any joint probability p nm . It follows from the Bayes rule
Equation (2) is claimed to be valid "if the system is initially prepared in the thermal Gibbs state" [1] . We first point out that if that were true, upon inserting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1), it would imply that
for all quantum systems evolving according to a CPTP map, starting in thermal equilibrium and being subject to a two-point energy measurement, for which
. This contradicts the well known fact that, under those conditions, rather the following holds true [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] :
with γ being generally different from 1 [9] . That Eq. (2) is not valid can be checked by direct inspection. For I nm we find
where we have used
Note that the final eigenvalues E ′ k enter explicitly in Eq. (7) while Eq. (6) is independent of the final eigenvalues E ′ k . Similarly, the projectors P k , Q m enter Eq. (6) explicitly whereas they do not appear in Eq. (7) . Therefore the two quantities are never equal. This argument remains valid as well for the special case of an unitary evolution, U C , that commutes with the P k 's, as employed in Ref. [1] , for which we obtain I nm = ln ( k e −βE k ) (Tr Q m P n )
Tr Q m k e −βE k P k (8) In that case Eq. (1) 
